This paper addresses the cascading design method of NVH (Noise, Vibration and Harshness) performance between an OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) and suppliers. The increasing trend toward electric vehicles requires the exploring of cascading design method, because of the easiness of the assembly of the electric vehicles. However, there are difficulties for the cascading design of NVH performance to overcome the coupling problem among each subsystem. It is generally difficult to divide key evaluation characteristics of a whole structure to individual characteristics of each subsystem because of the coupling resonance. In this paper, cascading design method which utilizes the MMC (Mutual Mean Compliance) was proposed. The MMC is used as an index to meet the final NVH target levels of a whole structure. Then, the MMC is cascaded to each subsystem or component. Finally, the cascaded MMC is achieved by improving individual MMCs of each separate subsystem, while being careful about the resonance of a whole structure caused by strong coupling. In the paper, it is shown that the recalculation of MMCs after subsystem's structural modification is feasible using FBS (Frequency response function Based Sub-structuring). In addition, MMC based cascading design method using FBS was defined and organized as a procedure. The method was also verified by a numerical case study.
Decomposition example for target cascading through a vehicle design. In this example, NVH performance of a whole structure is firstly divided into the targets of a body and a powertrain. Then these targets of two subsystems are divided into the targets of four components. Fig. 2 Procedure for our proposed cascading design method. As a first step, desired levels of a target FRF is determined. Then an OEM assigns MMCs to each subsystem at each frequency or each octave band. Finally, suppliers achieve assigned MMCs for their own components. Fig. 3 Example of contribution allocation for each subsystem. In this example, the set value of the summation of MMCs equals ten for each frequency. At 100 Hz, the MMC of the whole structure is dominated by subsystem #1 before structural modification.
After structural modification, the MMC of subsystem #1 is decreased and the MMC of the whole system also satisfies the threshold. The MMC design at 300 Hz is also similar to that at 100 Hz. Fig. 7 Relation between the mutual mean comliance of the whole structure of an analysis object and the mutual mean compliances of each subsystem. It is shown that the mutual mean compliance of the whole system is entirely the same as the compliance shown in Fig. 6 , and mutual mean compliance of the whole system is the total sum of the e mutual mean compliances of each subsystem. MMC at 174 Hz will go down, but MMC for this mode will move to the lower frequency range and eventually increase.
On the other hand, when increasing the thickness, the MMC relating to this mode moves to the higher frequency range.
Since vibration transmission is small in the frequency range, the MMC related to this mode eventually decreases. Resultant compliance after changing the thickness of the top board. As explained the caption in Fig. 8 , MMC of the system B decreases at 174 Hz due to structural change. However, since the resonance frequency of this mode changes, it is necessary to pay attention that the resonance peak of MMC related to this mode is also moving. As shown in Fig. 9(a) , when the resonance moves to the side where the vibration transmission is large, the response on this mode does not decrease after all. Fig. 9(b) is the opposite case. from h = 2.0 mm to 1.5mm. Since the fourth mode in the initial structure is the local mode in which the top plate vibrates, the resonance frequency of the whole system can be changed freely by changing the resonance frequency of the top board alone significantly. Therefore, this local mode was moved to the frequency band between the first mode and the third mode of the whole system with less vibration transmission. As a result, the response on this mode could be reduced. 
